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Hi ,
 

I hope that you are well and enjoying this fabulous spell of weather! 
 
We were keen to bring to your attention a resource that you might find useful, especially if you are
an employer with higher numbers of staff, or even staff who go out to client/customer sites. 
 
Brightpay our payroll/platform provider has created VaccTrak; a resource that allows you to record
information about your staff as to whether they have  been vaccinated or not. This resource has a
free version ‘ VaccTrak Lite’ and this level is the one I am highlighting today. Obviously if you like
the idea you can check out the premium versions. 
 
The recording of the vaccinations – optional – is basic but more than likely adequate for most
small employers. If you wish, it can provide a record that your employee could show to a
client/customer to show they have been fully/partly vaccinated to e.g. gain entry to client
premises. Whether you wish to record this information or not, this software has some free
resources, like amending your staff handbooks etc. around the vaccination scenario, giving your
staff a small COVID awareness course (helping you cover your H&S obligations), and free
posters around social distancing that may be useful.  
 
You can learn more here - Introducing VaccTrak Lite - YouTube 
 
If you wish to sign up to the free version go to www.vacctrak.com   
 
Ensure the signup page that comes up has GB United Kingdom picked as the drop down menu
(right hand side beside log in) and then and as you go through the short sign up process, ensure
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you pick the Northern Ireland version . 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Accounts by Ciara team 
 

Sent to: _t.e.s.t_@example.com 
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